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Thank you to David, Andrew and all the organisers of this conference which has been especially challenging for all this year. When David contacted me earlier this year, it was in no way clear if we would be able to get together like this.Similarly, when he asked me to talk about covid19 vaccines, I knew that I would be updating the content until the last minute given the incredible pace of progress that had already taken place.It was clear from the beginning of the pandemic that an effective vaccine would be one of the strategies by which we could exit pandemic. But let me stress, ONE of the strategies.The aim of any vaccination program is to protect the population from vaccine preventable diseases and reduce the associated morbidity and mortality through a combination of individual and herd immunity.(PHE, 2019) Achieving herd immunity is dependent largely on the transmissibility of a disease. A much greater proportion of a population will require vaccination in the face of a more highly transmissible variant.



Agenda

• Looking back
• Pioneers
• A few numbers
• Record pace
• How does the vaccine work and what about 

efficacy?
• mRNA – a little biology lesson
• Challenges ahead
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So here we go…..



Looking back – history of development
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As you can see here, vaccine development has largely taken years. The 1950’s were known as the golden age of vaccinology – we’ll look at that shortly. This is what makes the development of the COVID-19 vaccines so remarkable. In around 1 year, we have seen the development of a number of covid19 vaccines, utilising existing, and novel, technologies.Currently, the world produces 5bn doses across all vaccines annually; the challenging circumstances of the past year and a half have meant that production had to be ramped up to deliver 9.5bn doses. 



Looking back – early pioneers

Edward Jenner 

Maurice Hilleman

Louis Pasteur
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I think its worth reflecting on some of the past pioneers that have influenced vaccine development,Some well known and some less known names. Edward Jenner of course is considered to be one of the earliest pioneers in vaccine development, and the father of immunology, who created the smallpox vaccine, administering the first dose to James Phipps, an 8 year old boy, in 1796.Louis Pasteur, a French Chemist and microbiologist whom we can thank for vaccines against anthrax and rabies but also , the germ theory of disease, and of course, pasteurization. Pasteur died in 1895.Maurice Hilleman was a microbiologist from the US. Hilleman has produced a mind-boggling number of fundamental breakthroughs. He is the inventor of more than 40 vaccines, including those that prevent measles, mumps, rubella, Haemophilus influenzae type b, hepatitis A, hepatitis B and chickenpox. He also played a role in the discovery of antigenic drift (natural mutation over time in all types of influenza) and shift. (2 or more different strains of an influenza virus combine to form a new subtype)According to one estimate, his vaccines save nearly 8 million lives a year.Hilleman died in 2005 at the age of 85. 



Todays COVID-19 pioneers

Drs. Ugur Sahin and Ozlem 
Tureci, 
Co-founders, 
BioNTech
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Drs. Ugur Sahin and Ozlem Tureci, Co-founders, BioNTech in 2008At the beginning of the pandemic, the couple went to work on a vaccine and by March had contacted Pfizer, a much larger pharmaceutical company with which BioNTech had previously worked on an influenza vaccine using mRNA. Less than a year later, the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine became the first ever mRNA vaccine available for widespread use. Much of the couple’s work—both at BioNTech and at their previous venture, Ganymed—has focused on treating cancer. But it is mRNA, and the COVID-19 vaccine made possible by the technology, that has pushed the famously hardworking couple into the limelight



Vaccines in numbers
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265 days between the commencement of the 1st covid19 vaccine trial and approval21 vaccines currently in use110 in clinical trials10 different technology platforms19 in phase 31.2b people globally fully vaccinated
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Speed of developmentIn part diversion of resources and race to save the worldIn part technology allows for fast production vs the flu vaccine production for exampleAn RNA vaccine offers an increased production rate and capacity, at up to 10,000 fold more than conventional vaccines in terms of number of doses per day and per unit volume of the production process. Due to this very high productivity, RNA vaccine production processes are suitable for scaling out, and for being set up quickly at small scale,  addressing the need for both speed and large quantities for COVID-19 vaccine manufacturing”.The overlapping of the stages of standard regulatory approval has sped up the process
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Here is what happened in less than a year.Imagine the Olympic gold medal award winning Jamiaican womens 4x100m relay team all running their stages simultaneously



How vaccines work

“Look and 
remember now go 

fetch!!”
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Once a virus has entered its host,  (click), it uses surface spike proteins to attach to receptors on the hosts cells, in the case of SARS-CoV-2 it attaches to ACE2 receptors which are found abundantly on the cells of the respiratory system, cardiovascular, renal and beyond (click)The virus then releases RNA, genetic material, (click) which is then reproduced within the host cell, multiple times, and eventually released and the process continues. (click)Antigen-presenting cells (APC) (click) are cells that can process a protein antigen and present it on the cell surface where  it is identified by T-cells.. (click) (click) (click)Antigen presentation is a vital immune process that is essential for T cell immune response triggering. 



How vaccines work
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A vaccine is the equivalent of a wanted poster, and the bounty hunters are T-cells



mRNA
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I want to talk in a bit of detail about one of the vaccine technologies – the mRNA tech, to help understand the mechanisms at play.DNA is found inside the cells of every living thing. It’s protected in a part of the cell called the nucleus. The genes are the details in the DNA blueprint for all the physical characteristics that make you uniquely you.But the information from your genes has to get from the DNA in the nucleus out to the main part of the cell – the cytoplasm – where proteins are assembled. Cells rely on proteins to carry out the many processes necessary for the body to function. That’s where messenger RNA, or mRNA for short, comes in.Sections of the DNA code are transcribed into shortened messages that are instructions for making proteins. These messages – the mRNA – are transported out to the main part of the cell. Once the mRNA arrives, the cell can produce particular proteins from these instructions.The structure of RNA is similar to DNA but has some important differences. RNA is a single strand of code letters (nucleotides), while DNA is double-stranded. The RNA code contains a U instead of a T – uracil instead of thymine. Both RNA and DNA structures have a backbone made of sugar and phosphate molecules, but RNA’s sugar is ribose and DNA’s is deoxyribose. DNA’s sugar contains one less oxygen atom and this difference is reflected in their names: DNA is the nickname for deoxyribonucleic acid, RNA is ribonucleic acid.Identical copies of DNA reside in every single cell of an organism, from a lung cell to a muscle cell to a neuron. RNA is produced as needed in response to the dynamic cellular environment and the immediate needs of the body. It’s mRNA’s job to help fire up the cellular machinery to build the proteins, as encoded by the DNA, that are appropriate for that time and place.The process that converts DNA to mRNA to protein is the foundation for how the cell functions.As the intermediary messenger, mRNA is an important safety mechanism in the cell. It prevents invaders from hijacking the cellular machinery to produce foreign proteins because any RNA outside of the cell is instantaneously targeted for destruction by enzymes called RNases. When these enzymes recognize the structure and the U in the RNA code, they erase the message, protecting the cell from false instructions.The mRNA also gives the cell a way to control the rate of protein production – turning the blueprints “on” or “off” as needed. No cell wants to produce every protein described in your whole genome all at once.Messenger RNA instructions are timed to self-destruct, like a disappearing text or snapchat message. Structural features of the mRNA – the U in the code, its single-stranded shape, ribose sugar and its specific sequence – ensure that the mRNA has a short half-life. These features combine to enable the message to be “read,” translated into proteins, and then quickly destroyed – within minutes for certain proteins that need to be tightly controlled, or up to a few hours for others.This is why an mRNA vaccine cannot interfere with your DNA



Efficacy
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What does efficacy mean? Preventing infection? Severe infection? Hospitalisation? Death? 



Efficacy

~90%
Reductions in 

hospitalisation and 
deaths

Variant specific
Optimal efficacy 

reached following 
second dose

Will we need 
boosters?
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What about onward transmission??not fully understood



Challenges

•Supply chain
•Variants
•Equity
•Misinformation



Supply chain

• Storage
• Cost
• Distribution
• Organisation
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Keeping up with demandOptimal storage – think PfizerFinal distributionScaling up or scaling out?



Variants
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The emergence of SARS-CoV-2 in late 2019 was followed by a period of relative evolutionary stasis lasting about 11 months. Since late 2020, however, SARS-CoV-2 evolution has been characterized by the emergence of sets of mutations, in the context of ‘variants of concern’, that impact virus characteristics, including transmissibility and antigenicity, probably in response to the changing immune profile of the human population. There is emerging evidence of reduced neutralization of some SARS-CoV-2 variants by postvaccination serum;However, manufacturers are preparing platforms for a possible update of vaccine sequencesStudies focus on mutations to the spike protein, a key part of SARS-CoV-2. This protein binds to a protein on human cells called ACE2, a necessary step for infection. Mutations in the spike protein could change how well SARS-CoV-2 sticks to and infects human cells.The  fragment, called the receptor binding domain, makes direct contact with ACE2. any possible mutations could make the virus bind to human cells more strongly



Variants of Concern
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 for instanceDeltaIt carries two mutations of immunological significance They alter spike proteins, the feature that allows the virus to bind with human ACE2 receptors and infect a host cell. Both mutations have been observed independently in other SARS-CoV-2 variants, but were identified together for the first time in India. These mutations appear to heighten transmissibility and, from PHE data, reduce the effectiveness of several key vaccines in use around the world, creating additional challenges for the vaccinated population. 



Efficacy in the face of variants

Alpha DeltaGammaBeta
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Public Health England report vaccine effectiveness against the Delta variant during the period 5 April to 16 May 2021. (Health England, n.d.) The results are summarised below:the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine was 88% effective against symptomatic disease from the Delta variant 2 weeks after the second dose, compared to 93% effectiveness against the Alpha variant2 doses of the AstraZeneca vaccine were 60% effective against symptomatic disease from the Delta variant compared to 66% effectiveness against the Alpha variantAdditionally, it has been reported that the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine is 29% effective against the Alpha variant after one dose and 90% after the second dose. For the Beta variant, Pfizer-BioNTech is 17% and 75% effective respectively.(Belongia et al., 2021)The AstraZeneca vaccine is largely ineffective against the Beta variant. (Madhi et al., 2021) However, evidence of neutralizing antibodies may still be sufficient to protect against severe COVID-19 even where low efficacy against variants is reported.(Rubin, 2021)



Equity

Issues Increased risk of variants arising in an 
unvaccinated population

Economic recovery depends on securing 
equal access to vaccines in all countries

Question of boosters

Equity benefits us all
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In the rush to inoculate their own populations, inequitable distribution has left countries with less purchasing power lagging behind wealthier nations, and reliant on initiatives such as COVAX. Full post-pandemic economic recovery remains contingent on equal access to vaccines.Countries with uncontrolled infection rates provide the ideal conditions for the emergence of new variants, thus reintroducing COVID-19 in vulnerable populations, which stand to potentially hamper the vaccination efforts of developed regions. High-income countries are progressing rapidly with vaccination and are starting to consider the use of booster shots where many low-income countries are struggling to vaccinate significant numbers of people. excess vaccines may save potentially 11 times the number of lives in a low-income country that has not administered any 1st doses as yet compared to being used as a booster in a high-income country. There are many hurdles on the path to equitable vaccine distribution, including global supply chain fragility, raw materials shortages, complex vaccine storage requirements, convoluted distribution networks and trade restrictions 



Equity

‘Compared to Europe and North America, 
which have so far administered at least one 
dose to 22% and 44% of their populations 
respectively, just 1% of people in Africa and 
4.4% in Asia have received a dose of their 
vaccine.’

Prachi Patkee, Swiss Re
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This is one of our greatest challenges



Misinformation

• Not new
• Andrew Wakefield & 

the MMR controversy
• Social media
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Robust, effective, public health campaigns. Trust in government. Andrew Wakefield is a British anti-vaccine activist, former physician, and discredited academic who was struck off the medical register due to his involvement in the Lancet MMR autism fraud, a 1998 study that falsely claimed a link between the measles, mumps, and rubella (MMR) vaccine and autism. He has subsequently become known for anti-vaccination activism. Publicity around the 1998 study caused a sharp decline in vaccination uptake, leading to a number of outbreaks of measles around the world.Social media has allowed for the rapid dissemination of unverified information, of which anti-vax is just one. 



Endemic potential and what this means
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One opinion from an infectious disease researcher, Jennie Lavine, suggested that COVID-19 could become a disease first caught in early childhood, when it would typically cause either mild infection or no infection at all, similar to the common cold. Although this defence would wane quickly and it would not be sufficient to block re-infection entirely, it could be enough to protect adults experiencing severe symptoms (Lavine et al., 2021)In this Nature poll…..More than one-third of the respondents to Nature’s survey thought that it would be possible to eliminate SARS-CoV-2 from some regions while it continued to circulate in others. In zero-COVID regions there would be a continual risk of disease outbreaks
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The future will depend heavily on the type of immunity people acquire through infection or vaccination and how the virus evolves. Influenza and the four human coronaviruses that cause common colds are also endemic: but a combination of annual vaccines and acquired immunity means that societies tolerate the seasonal deaths and illnesses they bring without requiring lockdowns, masks and social distancing.Lets look at the views of those polled by Nature Journal



The road ahead

• Vaccine equity
• Examine the endemic potential
• Variants, variants, variants…..
• Will the virus become ‘just 
another coronavirus?’
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So what happens next?
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Thank You

Questions?
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